
Technkxl Spec¡ficat¡ons (Standard Machine)

Opening width
,Î
N1.525m(5')

Maximum depth of passage for limber 190mm(71/2") 2250

lmperial conversions are approximate.

Because we desire to incorporate improvements
whenever possible we reserve the right to change
specifications or design at any time without
notice and without incuning obligation.

Forestor is a reg¡stered trademark.

FORESTOR
2 Bloswood Lane, Whilchurch, Hants. RG28 7AX, England.
Telephone: Whitchurch (0256) 892280.
Telex:858929 Forest G.
Telefax: \Â/hitchurch (0256) 893481.
Telegraphic Address: Pagazi Whitchurch.

multi-edger/15OO
Maximum depth of cut 185mm(7%")

Saw spindle diameter 100mm(4")

Saw spindle speed 1 736rpm

Sawblade diameter 560mm(22") o

130mm(5")Sawblade bore

No. of fixed saws One _ FEEÞ

No. of moving saws (electric operation) Three
o

Minimum setting between saws 120mm(4s/a") o

No. of powered top pressure feed rollers, fluted Two

No. of powered bottom feed rollers, fluted Four o

Spacing of top rollers 9O5mm(36")

Main motor (star-delta start) 9okw(120hp)
Feed motor (hydraulic) 2.2kW(3hp)

Moving saw motors (3) 0.37kW(/zhp)

Feed speed (stepless) G60m/min. (O-200ft/min.) HeaW duty industrial machine.
Simple operat¡on.
Minimum ma¡ntenance.
Optimum product¡on rates.
All operations remotely controlled.

THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF HORIZONTAL
BANDMILLS & A LEADING MANUFACTURER OF MACHINERY
FOR SAWMILL, FORESTRY & FARM WOODLAND USE.

FORESTOR
2 Bloswood [ane, Whitchurch, Hants. RG28 7AX, England.
Telephone: Whitchurch (0256) 892280.
Telex:858929 Forest G.
Telefax: Whitchurch (0256) 893481.
Telegraphic Address: Pagazi Whitchurch.

Working height 810mm(32")

(Above) A door on the srde of the machine swings out to give
access to fhe sau/s. This door houses the outer bearings tor
the saw spindle.
(Above right) A scale on the side of the machine indicates the
he¡ght at which the top rollers have been set lhese are
hydraulically adjusted, trom the remote control desk, to allow
for diflerent thlcknesses ot timbr.



Precise feed & opt¡mum production.
Three-point timber bupport, both in front of
and behind the saws, ensures a very
precise cut. The support is provided by six
feed rollers - two large upper climbing
rollers with hydraulic height adjustment and
four bottom rollers. All the rollers are driven
and have fluted surfaces.

At the inteed, a tlexible chain pointer ind¡cates the
position ol the lixed saw Íor lining up the timær.

Stepless variable feed sPeed.
The feed speed is completely variable
between O to 60m/min. (0 to 2O0fVmin.). A
higher maximum feed speed, up to 90m/
min. (3OOVmin.), can be offered if required,
depending on the species being sawn. The
feed drive is by a stepless hydraulic feed
transmission unit.

Anti-kickback fingers.
At the infeed, anti-kickback fingers are
fitted. These can be raised hydraulically to
assist the feeding of wide cants of timber.

Sawblade configuration.
The standard Forestor Multi-edger 150O is
fitted with one fixed sawblade and three
movable blades. All the saws are mounted
in movable sleeves and the position of the
fixed sawblade can be varied. The
measuring scales for the moving saws
re-set automatically.

Special blade requirements.
Machines with different blade
configurations can be made to special
order. Machines can be fitted with fixed
blades only or with one fixed and only one
or two movable.
The sawblades, of 560mm(22") diameter,
can be fitted at practically any spacing
required. lf you have special requirements
we would welcome your enquiries.

Saw removal.
The saws are removed and re-assembled
to the machine through a door in the side
which unbolts and swings out. This door
houses the outer bearings for the saw
spindle. This allows the saw bushes to be
easily removed and replaced.

Saw bush carriage trolley.
A simple saw bush caniage trolley can be
supplied to special order. This allows the
saw bushes to be slid from the saw spindle
of the machine straight on to the spindle of
the trolley. lt is only essential if special
multiple saws on long bushes are fitted.

Setting of moving sawblades.
The three moving blades are adjusted for
position by electric motors, controlled from
the remote desk. Each blade is positioned
by its own O.37kW(%hp) motor and has a
scale which indicates the width of cut set
from the adjacent saw.

Thickness of timber sêtting.
Adjustment of the top rollers to
accommodate different thicknesses of
timber is hydraulically operated and
remotely controlled from the desk. A scale
on the side of the machine registers the
depth set.

Remote control desk.
All controls for both the edger and
conveyors are housed in a remote control
desk which can be positioned safely and
conveniently up to 4m(13ft) away from the
machine.

Other Forestor equipment.
Forestor offer a whole range of sawmilling,
saw doctoring and ancillary equipment -
from complete mill packages to small
requisits such as silver solder. Full
particulars of our products are available on
request.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS.

Automat¡c roller height adjustment.
This optional extra can be attached to the
infeed and automatically adjusts the top
rollers to the thickness of the timber being
fed. lt is very usetul if the depth of timber
being sawn is constantly varying within the
production run.

Shadow line or laser units.
For easy, fast and accurate alignment of
timber prior to feeding, to ensure minimum
wastage and maximum recovery.

Offcut separators
& movable spl¡ü¡ng wedges.
For the automatic separation of finished
sawn timber from offcuts.

Saw bush carrlage trolley.
As already mentioned, this can be supplied
to make the removal of saw bushes,
especially long ones, very much easier and
reduces the chance of accidental damage.
Alignment fence.
This adjustable fence, fitted to the infeed
table, allows easy alignment of timber
which is recirculating and has a straight
edge having been through the machine
once.

Automatic feed ad¡ustment.
Automatic adjustment of the feed speed,
according to the thickness of timber being
sawn, can be offered for use in special
circumstances: Obviously, timber thickness
is only one of several factors which
determine feed speed. Consequently,
automatic feed adjustment can only be
used in certain situations.

The Forestor Multi-edger| 50O is the only
British multi-edger on the market. lt is an
extremely strongly built machine, designed
for heavy duty usage and engineered to
very high standards.

It is vey efficient at squaring boards and
ripping semi-processed logs, up to
185mm(7/c") in depth.

It has been designed and manufactured to
meet the growing demand for this type of
machine, as increasingly multFedgers are
being used in production lines.

The obvious advantage of the multi-edger
is that in one pass it can do the work of
four single bladed circular or band saw
machines.

Heavy duty machine.
The Forestor multi-edger 150O is very
strongly built. All components have been
designed and engineered for heavy duty
wor4<. The main body is of steel
construction forming a rigid and distortion-
free machine.

Ma¡ntenance-free,
This machine has been designed to be as
maintenance-free as possible. The
substantial, precision built moving shafts
are seated in dust-proof, heavy duty ball
bearings. The saw sleeves and associated
drives are automatically lubricated from a
centralised system.

This simple schematic illustration shows
how the Multiedger can link with a
horizontal (ot veft¡cal) breakdown mill. ln
reality there are many vaiations of layout
to take into account customers individual
requirements. The Multi-edger is
æcoming increasingly popular because in
one pass it does the work ol lour
ind¡vidual saws.

Pointers indicate the position of the moving
sawblades and a scale shows the distance from
the next blade at which each sau¡ rs set

Main drive motor.
The strandard motor is a 9OkW(120hp)
electric with Star Delta Starting.

lnfeed & outfeed conveyors.
The standard infeed and outfeed conveyors
are both 8m(26ft) long with 1.2m(4ft) wide
idle rollers. The infeed conveyor
incorporates cross chains to assist in the
alignment of heavy cants.
The infeed conveyor can be idle only or
have power assisted lift rollers. Both
conveyors can be tailored to suit site and
customer requirements.

The remote control desk.

One side of the contrcl cabinet houses the
electrical equipment tor remote control while the
other conta¡ns the Star Delta stafter tü the main
motor.

I


